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Abstract: Ball-shell rotors with non-standard shapes, non-uniform conductive coatings, and eccentric
masses machined by conventional processes constrain the improvement of levitation and torque
accuracy of magnetically levitated momentum balls. This paper focuses on the machining method
of multilayer ball-shell rotors to develop a ball-shell rotor with a standard shape and uniform
conductive coating, which can improve the levitation and torque accuracy of magnetically levitated
momentum balls. In this paper, a machining method for multi-coated ball-shell rotors is proposed.
The machining process combining hemispherical surface and workpiece is adopted, and the whole
sphere is assembled by threading, which effectively reduces the machining error. The influence of the
cutting depth and feed rate of the tool on the cutting force of the ball shell was analyzed through the
cutting force model. The effect of cutting force on the deformation of the ball shell was analyzed by
the finite element method. The superiority of the machining method was verified by measuring the
dimensions of the ball shell with a coordinate measuring machine. Compared with the traditional
machining process and assembly method, the proposed ball-shell rotor machining method effectively
improves the dimensional accuracy, reduces the center of mass to center of mass deviation, and
ensures the levitation accuracy and output torque accuracy of the magnetically levitated momentum
ball. Measurement results show that the diameter values of the pure iron ball shell are between 98.694
and 98.707 mm with a machining error of ±0.007 mm, and the diameter values of the spray-painted
ball shell are between 99.490 and 99.510 mm with a machining error of ±0.01 mm. The machining
static equilibrium of the pure iron ball shell and the spray-painted ball shell is good by the static
equilibrium test method.

Keywords: thin wall spherical shell; spacecraft attitude control; magnetically levitated momentum
ball; precision machining

1. Introduction

With the development of space technology, precise and lightweight structures are
the trend of spacecraft development. The attitude control system is one of the important
control systems for spacecraft attitude regulation and orientation control. The traditional
spacecraft attitude control methods are momentum flywheel [1,2] and moment gyro [3,4].
Momentum flywheel can only output the angular momentum in a single direction, which
requires the collaborative use of multiple momentum wheels. The moment gyro can change
the rotational axis orientation, but the rotational axis azimuthal angle adjustment range
and the control mechanism are complicated. The magnetic levitation momentum sphere
control [5,6] method synthesizes the advantages of the two control methods. The hollow
momentum ball can not only store a larger angular momentum but also can output any
direction moment. The hollow momentum ball omits the control mechanism of changing
the orientation of the rotary axis, which greatly simplifies the complexity of the mechanism
and makes the control system more lightweight. Momentum flywheel device with a simple
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structure, low manufacturing difficulty, and large angular momentum; a single flywheel
can only output torque in one direction. To realize the three-degree-of-freedom attitude
control, more than three momentum wheels are needed to form a flywheel group system, so
energy consumption is high, and the control scheme is complicated. Moment gyro device,
through one or two or more frames, can output three degrees of freedom torque and large
angular momentum. Still, the structure is complex, processing and assembly is difficult,
and the volume and weight of a single device is large. A magnetically levitated momentum
ball can directly output the torque of three degrees of freedom without the need for multiple
flywheel combinations or through another steering mechanism, simple structure, small
weight and volume, and lower cost. The magnetic levitation momentum ball does not need
an additional steering mechanism, and through the magnetic levitation of the rotor to realize
the support of levitation, friction, and loss is smaller, so compared with the same mass
of the rotor of the ordinary momentum wheel, the power consumption is lower, and the
rotational speed is higher. The disadvantages of the magnetically levitated momentum ball
are the high machining requirements and the lower output torque. Therefore, in the micro-
small spacecraft with higher weight and volume requirements, the magnetically levitated
momentum ball has a simple structure, small weight and volume, and high control accuracy,
which makes it more applicable than the momentum flywheel and moment gyro [7,8].

In the magnetically levitated momentum ball, the momentum ball rotor [9,10] is the
torque output mechanism in the magnetically levitated momentum ball system. The hollow
rotor is the core device for storing angular momentum and outputting torque orientation
change. Compared with the disk structure of the flywheel, the spherical structure of the
hollow ball can store the angular momentum and change the output moment orientation
better. It is structurally simpler than the traditional attitude control system. A magnetically
levitated momentum sphere is an inductive momentum sphere structure where the rotor
consists of a hollow multilayer structure with a magnetically conductive layer, an electrically
conductive layer, and a lacquer layer. The precision and uniformity of the sphere of the
hollow rotor have a direct impact on the smoothness of the mechanism operation and the
torque output. Therefore, the machining process and the measurement technology of the
ball shell are crucial for the precision and uniformity of the sphere shell.

For the design and machining of the magnetically levitated momentum ball rotor,
the main difficulty lies in the machining deformation of the hemispherical shell and the
assembly of the hemispheres to ensure the accuracy of the whole ball. In the literature,
Ref. [11] designed a hollow rotor with a soft steel core and copper shell, and the two hemi-
spheres are connected by welding. In the literature, Refs. [12,13] proposed a hemispherical
shell clamping method through a magnetorheological fluid to improve the stiffness of the
hemispherical shell clamping. Further, Ref. [14] introduces a spherical polishing process,
through polishing and grinding, to reduce the roughness of the spherical surface to ensure
the machining accuracy of the spherical surface. In the literature, Ref. [15] introduced a
hollow metal ball forging process method and studied the embryo size, machining force,
and other processing parameters on the formation process of the spherical shell. In the
literature, Ref. [16] proposed a machining process of aluminum material ball shells and the
ball shell clamping method. In the literature, Ref. [17] analyzed the results of hollow metal
balls formed by the aluminum alloy forging process, with special attention to the effect of
forming conditions, forging quality, and other conditions on the ball shell forming process.
In the literature, Ref. [18] analyzed the hollow metal ball machining process by cold forging
process through the finite element method and compared the theoretical results with the
experimental results to ensure the feasibility of the process. In the literature, Ref. [19]
establishes a general theory of finite-deformation inelastic thin shells, presents a general
three-dimensional theory of the behavior of inelastic materials, and points to a numerical
implementation of the shell theory. In the literature, Ref. [20] introduced an aerospace
thin-walled parts milling force model to predict the deformation and machining accuracy of
the parts during the machining process. In the literature, Ref. [21] carried out a machining
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simulation analysis of low-stiffness thin-walled parts and analyzed the machining process
of low-stiffness thin-walled parts through theoretical methods.

From the above literature, we know that the clamping method, tool selection, and
machining parameters of the ball shell have an important influence on the machining
accuracy of the ball shell. In this paper, we focus on analyzing the force analysis of the ball
shell clamping process and the influence of machining parameters on the deformation of
the ball shell during the machining process. Through theoretical simulation calculations
and actual measurement analysis, it is proved that the process has significantly improved
the machining accuracy of the ball shell. In addition, the machining process studied in
this paper lacks an analysis of the effect of tool wear, cutting fluid, and other machining
conditions on the machining accuracy of the ball shell. The ball shell rotor also lacks the
adjustment of dynamic unbalance, and the rotor that does not meet the dynamic balance
conditions can only be discarded.

2. Structure and Working Principle
2.1. Magnetically Levitated Momentum Ball

The overall structure of the magnetically levitated momentum sphere is schematically
shown in Figure 1. Figure 1a shows the application scenario of the magnetic levitation
momentum ball, which is used in the spacecraft to control the attitude. Figure 1b shows
the structural components of the magnetic levitation momentum ball, which is a kind
of inductive spherical motor composed of a spherical rotor system and a stator system.
The stator system of the magnetic levitation momentum ball is divided into an axial pole
system and a right-angle pole system. The axial pole system provides levitation torque,
and the right-angle pole outputs rotational torque and changes the output torque’s rotation
direction. The stator system provides the levitation torque and rotating torque to levitate
and rotate the rotor to output the torque of the system.
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levitated momentum ball application scenario; (b) 3D model diagram.

2.1.1. Right-Angled Magnetic Pole System

The right-angle pole system of the Maglev Momentum Ball consists of twelve curved
pole stators, with four curved poles forming a toroidal winding. The three toroidal windings
are energized orthogonally to each other to generate a rotating magnetic field that drives
the momentum ball rotor to rotate, thus realizing the torque output. The structure of a
single right-angle magnetic pole is shown in Figure 2, with Figure 2a showing the three-
dimensional model and Figure 2b showing the physical drawing. A single right-angle
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magnetic pole consists of an arc stator, a winding, and a sensor, respectively. The coil
windings of the right-angle magnetic pole are wound on the stator by distributed windings,
and there are six coil windings for each right-angle magnetic pole. On the inside of the
stator slot of each right-angle magnetic pole, six position sensors of the array are distributed
sequentially. After this, the position information of the spherical rotor can be sensed by
distributing the sensors of the twelve right-angle magnetic poles to realize the control of
the spherical rotor.
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Figure 2. Schematic diagram of right-angle magnetic poles: (a) 3D model diagram; (b) physical image.

2.1.2. Axial Magnetic Pole System

The axial pole stator system consists of six axial pole coils distributed at the intersection
position of three orthogonally distributed windings. A schematic diagram of a single axial
magnetic pole is shown in Figure 3, with Figure 3a showing the three-dimensional model
drawing and Figure 3b showing the physical drawing. A single axial magnetic pole consists
of a magnetic pole core, a magnetic pole coil, and a displacement sensor. The magnetic
pole coil is energized with current to generate an amperage force, which produces a suction
force on the ball-shell rotor, thus providing a levitation force on the spherical rotor. An
eddy current displacement sensor is located inside the core to detect the distance from the
surface of the ball shell. Stable levitation of the ball rotor is achieved by controlling and
adjusting the six bearing poles and six displacement sensors. The structure of the bearing
poles is shown in the figure.
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2.1.3. Rotor Systems

The structure of the hollow rotor ball shell is shown in Figure 4. The rotor of the
magnetically levitated momentum ball is a levitated, hollow, multilayered structure of the
sphere, which can rotate in any direction in three-dimensional space and output control
torque in any direction. The hollow ball rotor consists of three layers of material, as shown
in the figure, the inner layer is a highly permeable material, the middle layer is a highly
conductive material, and the outer layer is a non-permeable conductive protective material.
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Figure 4. Schematic diagram of hollow ball rotor.

The structure of the hollow momentum ball is made up of three layers of different
materials, which are the highly conductive layer, the highly conductive layer, and the
protective layer. In the highly conductive material, copper has the properties of easy
processing corrosion resistance and high conductivity, so copper is chosen as the material
for the conductive layer. In the high permeability material, the material needs to have
a good magnetic permeability and needs to support the ball shell, so it needs a certain
strength. In addition, the structural characteristics of the ball shell, the processing difficulty
is relatively high; therefore, it needs to have better processing performance. As shown in
Table 1 for the commonly used magnetic materials, DT4C has a high saturation density and
permeability, to meet the needs of the magnetic material, DT4C hardness is lower and has
better processing, so the choice of pure iron as the rotor ball shell magnetic layer can meet
the processing and performance needs of the rotor. Compared with 1J22 and stainless steel,
DT4C has lower tensile strength and yield stress, making it susceptible to deformation and
cutting stress during processing.

Table 1. Properties of commonly used soft magnetic materials.

Makings Durometer
(HB)

Tensile Strength
(MPa)

Saturation Density
(B/T)

Permeability
(µ/(mH·m−1))

pure iron
(DT4C) 50–80 313.6 234 41.8–62.8

45 steel 207 600 89 52

stainless steels 187 520 40 16.3

10 steel 137 335 193 47–58

2.2. Principle of Operation

A schematic diagram of the driving operation principle of the magnetically levitated
momentum ball is shown in Figure 5. Figure 5a shows the driving schematic of a single
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right-angle magnetic pole. The right-angle magnetic pole stator adopts a three-phase
winding arrangement, and the coil is energized with a three-phase current with a phase
difference of 120◦ through the whole winding set composed of four right-angle magnetic
poles to generate a rotating magnetic field. Figure 5b shows the driving principle diagram
of the rotor ball shell. The magnetic inductance creates a magnetic circuit between the
stator core, the pure iron rotor ball casing, and the air gap and generates inductive eddy
currents in the copper layer, producing an alternating induced current. According to the
law of electromagnetic induction, the induced magnetic field generated by the induced
current interacts with the magnetic field of the stator windings and, in this way, drives the
rotor to rotate.
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Figure 5. Drive principle: (a) Overall schematic diagram of right-angle magnetic pole drive; (b) schematic
diagram of the working principle of hollow spherical shells.

A schematic diagram of a pair of axial magnetic pole levitation is shown in Figure 6.
The axial magnetic pole system is composed of an axial stator, windings, and a displacement
sensor. The axial magnetic pole windings are energized with an electric current to generate
an electromagnetic force that produces a magnetic suction force on the pure iron layer of
the rotor’s spherical shell. The magnetic force is generated in the opposite direction by a
pair of axial magnetic poles in the direction of a single rotating axis, and controlled by the
feedback of the displacement sensor, there is a pair of axial magnetic poles in the direction
of three rotating axes, thus realizing the stable levitation of the rotor in the space.
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3. Processing Analysis

The structure of the magnetic levitation momentum ball rotor is a three-layer hollow
structure, consisting of an inner layer of highly conductive material electrician pure iron,
an intermediate layer of highly conductive material copper layer, and an outer layer of
protective lacquer. The momentum ball rotor has a thin-walled spherical structure, and the
difficulty lies in the machining of the pure iron shell. Because of the special characteristics
of the spherical structure and the easy deformation of the pure iron material processing, so
the processing of the ball shell, we must consider the cutting process on the deformation
of the impact of the overall assembly of the ball shell and the precision of the impact.
Comprehensive processing difficulty and economic factors, the machining process of the
momentum ball rotor is optimized and improved to improve the machining accuracy of
the thin-walled ball shell.

3.1. Process Optimization

Due to the structural characteristics of the thin-walled spherical shell, the whole of
the spherical shell cannot be machined at one time. Therefore, it is chosen to machine
two hemispherical shells first and then assemble the two hemispherical shells into a
complete spherical shell. In the process of hemispherical machining, it is necessary to
consider the clamping of hemispherical shell parts, the machining sequence, the selection
of machine tools, as well as the depth of cut, feed speed, and so on. For the structural
characteristics and working characteristics of the magnetic levitation momentum ball rotor,
the balance and roundness of the ball shell are required to be high. Not only the machining
accuracy of the hemispherical shell should be considered, but also the assembly problem of
the overall ball shell and the accuracy of the overall ball shell.

Figure 7 shows the process of conventional hemispherical machining. The processing
of conventional hollow thin shells includes the processes of rough machining, heat treat-
ment, and finishing of the hemispherical shell. The processing of the conventional spherical
shell is only the processing of the shell of the hemisphere, and there is no machining
process for the whole ball. In addition, for the assembly of two hemispherical shells, the
traditional connection method is welding, which cannot guarantee the machining accuracy
and roundness of the whole ball. Therefore, the machining accuracy of the hollow spherical
shell is improved by improving the machining method of the hemispherical shell and the
whole spherical shell.
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Figure 7. Conventional Ball Shell Processing Flow.

Figure 8 shows the optimized process flow of pure iron spherical shell. First of all,
the rough machining processing of the material, this paper on the workpiece clamping
method and rough machining at the same time, in the rough machining process to retain
the process steps has been realized on the part of the clamping. Through this clamping
method, the inner and outer ball shells can be processed at the same time, simplifying the
process and eliminating the errors caused by secondary clamping.
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After the rough turning of the inner and outer spherical surfaces is completed, the
workpiece is subjected to magnetic heat treatment to reduce the magnetic permeability
and decrease the hardness of the workpiece. After the rough machining is completed, the
hemispherical shell is finish-turned, and the threads and threaded end faces are turned
on the end face of the shell, while the outer spherical surface is turned to retain the
allowance. As shown in Figure 9 for the rotor ball shell machining assembly schematic,
the left hemisphere machining is completed, and the right hemisphere machining with the
same process. The left hemisphere keeps the clamping position unchanged, removes the
right hemisphere clamping column, and retains the connection column. After machining is
completed, the right hemisphere and the left and right balls are assembled by threading
and applying thread glue. After the assembly of the two hemispherical shells is completed,
the whole ball is fine-turned, leaving a margin of 0.1 mm, and at the same time, the turning
process steps, thus improving the machining accuracy of the overall ball shell. As shown in
Figure 10, in the two hemispheres assembly section, the two hemispheres are assembled by
threading, and the left and right hemispheres are positioned with each other through the
datum surface to improve the assembly precision. As shown in Figure 11 for the ball shell
copper plating and painting schematic diagram. After the pure iron ball shell processing
and assembly are completed, the ball shell is ground and measured, and then the pure iron
ball shell is copper plated and painted.
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3.2. Design of Machining Parameters
3.2.1. Workpiece Clamping

A schematic diagram of workpiece clamping is shown in Figure 12. When the work-
piece is clamped, the deformation effect of the fixture on the workpiece should be consid-
ered. Due to the structural characteristics of the spherical thin shell, it can’t be directly
clamped by the fixture. In the process of hemispherical shell machining, it is necessary to
reserve the clamping column at the top of the hemispherical shell. In rough machining, first
clamp the clamping end of the column body, leaving the connecting column body. When
the internal and external turning is completed, the clamping column of one hemisphere
shell is cut off. After the two hemispheres are assembled, cut off the other part of the con-
necting column body and finish turning the whole sphere. This clamping method is simple
and easy to operate, with less effect on part deformation, and the reserved connecting head
can be used to assist In the assembly of the two hemispheres.
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3.2.2. Force Analysis

Figure 13 displays the ball shell’s force analysis diagram. The three-jaw chuck on the
clamping cylindrical head component is used in the process of turning a spherical shell
under defined restrictions. Three primary external forces affect the turning tool during the
machining of a part: the feed force Ff , the backdraft force Fp, and the primary cutting force
Fc. The three forces are orthogonal and perpendicular to one another and are defined as
follows: the feed force is the tool along the axial movement of the tool and the workpiece
of the external force; the amount of back draft is the tool along the radial movement of the
tool on the ball shell of the external force; and the main cutting force is the tool and the
surface of the ball shell of the relative movement along the ball tangential direction of the
cutting force. The main cutting force is primarily related to the cutting speed, the parts
of the material, and the depth of cut, while the feed force and feed speed of the tool are
related to the size of the backdraft force and the depth of cut. These forces play key roles in
the turning process.
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The surface of the parts is cut by the cutting force of the turning tool, feed force, and
back-eating force. The three forces are orthogonal to one other, and they are in a state of
force equilibrium while the parts are being machined. The workpiece is in force equilibrium
during the machining process, and the equilibrium formula is

∑ FAX + Ff = 0

∑ FAY + Fc = 0

Fc·r + FAXR = 0

FP·h + FAXR = 0

(1)

where FAX is the support reaction force in the X direction, FAY is the support reaction force
in the Y direction, r is the radius of the section circle, R is the radius of the ball, and h is the
distance of the cutting point from the end face.

3.2.3. Cutting Force Calculation

To overcome the elastic and plastic deformation of the material being machined resis-
tance, the turning tool is the primary source of turning force in the cutting process. The
factors affecting the cutting force are primarily the machining materials and cutting param-
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eters, while the cutting parameters are determined by a significant amount of experimental
data and measurements, obtained empirically, the formula is

Fc = 9.81CFc · axFc
p · f yFc · vnFc

c · KFc

Fp = 9.81CFp · a
xFp
p · f yFp · v

nFp
c · KFp

Ff = 9.81CFf · a
xFf
p · f

yFf · v
nFf
c · KFf

(2)

where CFc , CFp , CFf are the coefficients of influence on the main cutting force Fc, and
backdraft force Fp and feed force Ff respectively, which are related to the machined metal
and cutting conditions;

xFc, xFp, xFf are the indexes of the influence of the amount of backdraft ap on the main
cutting force Fc, backdraft force Fp and feed force Ff , respectively;
yFc, yFp, yFf are the indices of the influence of feed force f on the main cutting force Fc,
backdraft force Fp, feed force Ff , respectively;
nFc, nFp, nFf are the indices of the influence of cutting speed v on the main cutting force Fc,
backdraft force Fp, and feed force Ff , respectively;
KFc , KFp , KFf are the total correction coefficients for the main cutting force Fc, backdraft force
Fp and feed force Ff when the calculation conditions are different from the experimental
conditions, respectively.

The magnitude of the total correction factor is derived from the individual correction
factors as

KFc = KmFc·KγFc·KκFc·KλFc·KrFc·KVBFc

KFp = KmFp·KγFp·KκFp·KλFp·KrFp·KVBFp

KFf = KmF f ·KγF f ·KκF f ·KλF f ·KrF f ·KVBF f

(3)

where KmFz, KmFp, KmF f is the correction coefficient of the mechanical properties of the
workpiece material to the main cutting force Fc, backdraft force Fp and feed force Ff ,
respectively;

KγFp, KγFp, KγF f is the correction coefficient of the front angle γ0 to the main cutting force
Fc, back eating force Fp and feed force Ff respectively;
KκFc, KκFp, KκF f is the correction coefficient of the main deflection angle kr to the main
cutting force Fc, back eating force Fp and feed force Ff respectively;
KλFc, KλFp, KλF f correction factor for camber angle λs to main cutting force Fc, back draft
force Fp, feed force Ff , respectively;
KrFc, KrFp, KrF f is the correction coefficient of the tip radius rε to the main cutting force Fc,
back eating force Fp and feed force Ff , respectively;
KVBFc, KVBFp, KVBF f is the correction factor for the back face wear to the main cutting force
Fc, back draft force Fp and feed force Ff respectively.

In this experiment, the tool and machine tool mechanics parameters shown in Table 2,
the tool selection model YT150, material is hard aluminum alloy, electrician pure iron
hardness of the theoretical hardness ≤ 229, through the actual measurement of the hardness
of 220. Cutting process, take the back eating amount of 0.15~0.3 mm, the amount of feed to
go to 0.04~0.15 mm, the cutting speed of 90 m/min, and the cutting speed. Through the
processing parameters, according to the manual “Metal Cutting Theory and Practice” [22]
to get the table can get the value of each correction factor.

From the formula, the size of the total correction coefficient is related to the individual
correction coefficients, which can be obtained by looking up the “Metal Cutting Theory
and Practice” [22] and taking the individual correction coefficients KmFc, KmFp, KmF f , KγFc,
KγFp, KmF f , KκFc, KκFp, KκF f , KλFc, KλFp, KλF f , KrFc, KrFp, KrF f , KVBFc, KVBFp, and bringing
them into Equation (3) yields the total correction coefficient.
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Table 2. Processing parameter table.

Processing Conditions Parameters

Hardness (HBS) 220

Front Angle γ0 10◦

Back Angle α0 7◦

Main declination Angle kr 75◦

Tool Cutting Edge Inclination Angle λs 0◦

Tip radius rε 0.5 mm

Cutting speed v 90 m/min

By querying the cutting manual, we get the values of each coefficient index and
the total correction coefficient in the empirical formula, bring them into the empirical
Formula (2), and input different cutting depths and feeds to get the values of Fc, Fp, Ff .
When the feed is 0.1 mm/r, Figure 14 illustrates how the depth of cut affects the main
cutting force, tool eating resistance, and feed resistance. As the depth of cut increases, so
do the main cutting force, tool-eating resistance, and feed resistance. When the cut depth is
0.1 mm/r, Figure 15 illustrates the impact of feed on the primary cutting force, tool eating
resistance, and feed resistance. The main cutting force, tool eating resistance, and feed
resistance all rise as the feed does as well.
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Figure 14. Effect of different depths of cut on main cutting force, tool eating resistance, and feed force
at a feed rate of 0.1 mm/r: (a) Depth of cut about cutting force (b) relationship between depth of cut
and radial thrust force (c) depth of cut about feed force.
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Figure 15. Effect of different feeds on main cutting force, draft r (b) relationship between depth of cut
and radial thrust force resistance, and feed force for a depth of cut of 0.15 mm: (a) depth of cut about
cutting force; (c) depth of cut about feed force.

According to the data in the figure, there is a direct correlation between the depth of cut
and feed, main cutting force, back-eating force, and feed force values, and the influence on
the deformation of machined parts. The accuracy of the ball shell’s machining is therefore
greatly influenced by selecting the proper depth of cut and feed. Under the action of the
three cutting forces, the thin-walled ball shell will undergo elastic deformation, it can
be assumed that the tool is spherical, so the contact between the tool and the part can
be assumed to be the contact between the ball and the ball, so it can be derived that the
machining deformation of the ball shell is

∆ = 0.826 3

√
[(Ff sin α)2 + (Fp cos α)2]

R + r
R · r

(
1 − v2

1
E1

+
1 − v2

2
E2

)2 (4)

where, ∆ is the contact relative displacement, r is the tip radius, R is the outer diameter of
the ball shell, v1, E1 is the elastic constant and Poisson’s ratio of the tool material, v2, E2 is
the elastic constant and Poisson’s ratio of the ball shell material.

The tool radius is 0.5 mm, the ball shell radius is 49.35 mm, and the tool material is
hard aluminum alloy, E1 = 72, 000 N/mm2, E2 = 80, 650 N/mm2, v1 = 0.3, ν2 = 0.291.
The suitable depth of cut and feed are chosen to determine draft resistance and feed force,
which are then entered into Equation (4) to calculate ball shell deformation ∆.
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3.2.4. Finite Element Simulation Analysis

According to the hemispherical machining and tool fixture model, this paper uses
the static structural module of ANSYS Workbench19.2 software to analyze the machining
stress-strain of the spherical shell. In the machining process, the inner sphere is turned first,
and since the outer cylindrical surface is not yet machined when the inner sphere is turned,
only the process of machining the outer sphere is considered in the simulation. After the
assembly of the left and right hemispheres is completed, the whole ball machining has to
be carried out, and the stress analysis of the whole ball machining is carried out by taking
the furthest machining point from the clamping part for stress analysis.

The inner layer of the spherical shell is made of electrical pure iron DT4C, with a
modulus of elasticity of 0.8065 × 105, Poisson’s ratio of 0.29, and a density of 7.86. In the
process of turning, the force of the spherical shell is mainly the clamping force of the fixture
on the part and the contact force of the tool on the part. The contact of the tool on the part
can be approximated as a plane contact, from the force analysis in the previous section, it
can be learned that the force of the tool on the part is the main cutting force, the resistance of
the tool, the feed resistance, different depth of cut and feed on the machining deformation
of the part has a different effect. At a depth of cut of 0.1 mm and a feed rate of 0.05 mm/r,
the main cutting force is 35 N, the feed resistance is 15 N, and the draft resistance is 13 N. In
the software analysis, the clamping column of the ball shell is fixed constraint, and a point
is taken at the edge of the end face of the ball shell, and the constraining forces of 35 N,
15 N, and −13 N are applied in the XYZ direction respectively. Similarly, the software in
the right hemisphere and the overall shell set the same conditions for analysis, resulting in
the left and right hemispherical shell and the overall shell stress-strain simulation.

After the software simulation analysis, the simulation results are obtained as in
Figure 16, Figure 16a is the left hemisphere simulation stress diagram, Figure 16b is the
right hemisphere simulation stress diagram, and Figure 16c is the whole ball simulation
stress diagram. The deformation of the spherical shell is maximized when machining
the edge of the shell. From the simulation images, the maximum deformation of the left
hemisphere is 0.0065 mm, the maximum deformation of the right hemisphere is 0.0066 mm,
and the maximum deformation of the assembly after machining is 0.0067 mm.
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constraint, and a point is taken at the edge of the end face of the ball shell, and the 
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right hemisphere simulation stress diagram, and Figure 16c is the whole ball simulation 
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mm, and the maximum deformation of the assembly after machining is 0.0067 mm. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of calculated and simulated values of spherical shell deformation for 
different depths of cut. 

Figure 16. Simulation of machining strain in spherical shells: (a) left hemisphere machining stress
analysis; (b) stress analysis of the right hemisphere shell machining (c) stress analysis of whole ball
shell machining.

The tool eating resistance and feed force for different depths of cut and feed are
simulated respectively and the stress analysis diagrams are analyzed, by comparing the
calculated values with the simulation, Figures 17 and 18 are obtained. It can be seen from
the images in the figure that the calculated deformation values and simulated deformation
values both increase with the increase in depth of cut and feed, the slope is gradually
getting bigger and the deformation of the simulated values is greater than the calculated
deformation values. The relative error percentages of the calculated and simulated values
are within 20%, which is within the required range. Because the theoretical calculation,
cutting fluid, processing material purity, and other factors are not taken into account, the
calculated deformation value will be smaller than the simulation value, and the data shown
in the figure is consistent.
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Figure 18. Comparison of calculated and simulated values of deformation of a spherical shell with
different feeds.

4. Experimental Measurements
4.1. Static Balance Test

After machining and grinding of pure iron ball shells, wipe clean and number them by
numbers. Debug the test platform with digital level tester to keep it horizontal. Sequentially
place the workpiece on the horizontal platform, and repeatedly rotate the ball shell to adjust
the position placed on the horizontal platform, record the movement of the ball shell state.
As shown in Figure 19 for the ball shell static balance test chart, if the ball shell in any
position when placed on the horizontal platform to remain stationary, it is in line with the
static balance requirements, if the rolling occurs, the static balance test failed.
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Figure 19. Static balance test of a spherical shell.

As shown in Figure 20 for the other way of processing the ball shell and improving
the process of processing the ball shell, Figure 20a,b for the unimproved process of the
ball shell, placed several times can’t keep still, that is, static equilibrium process does not
meet the standards. Figure 20c for the improved process of processing the ball shell, the
ball shell placed several times in different positions can remain stationary, in line with the
requirements of the static balance test.
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As shown in Figure 21, a schematic diagram of the ball shell support tooling is shown. 

Due to the characteristics of the spherical structure, the ball shell cannot be placed on the 
dynamic balancing machine-like shaft parts. Therefore, two support shafts need to be 
assembled at both ends of the ball shell so that the ball shell is placed horizontally on the 
support rollers of the dynamic balancing measuring machine. The ball shell rotates with 
the support shafts as the centerline of the axis, and the dynamic balance of the ball shell 
at this centerline is measured. As shown in the figure, the ball shell and the support shaft 
are mounted on the assembly base, to ensure the position of the ball shell and the support 
shaft, so that the centerline of the ball shell and the centerline of the support shaft coincide, 
and then the ball shell and the support shaft are fixed with glue. 

Figure 20. Schematic comparison of spherical shells: (a) spheres processed by other processes;
(b) welding and assembly of other spheres; (c) spherical shell processed after improving the process.

4.2. Dynamic Balance Measurement Experiment

As shown in Figure 21, a schematic diagram of the ball shell support tooling is shown.
Due to the characteristics of the spherical structure, the ball shell cannot be placed on the
dynamic balancing machine-like shaft parts. Therefore, two support shafts need to be
assembled at both ends of the ball shell so that the ball shell is placed horizontally on the
support rollers of the dynamic balancing measuring machine. The ball shell rotates with
the support shafts as the centerline of the axis, and the dynamic balance of the ball shell
at this centerline is measured. As shown in the figure, the ball shell and the support shaft
are mounted on the assembly base, to ensure the position of the ball shell and the support
shaft, so that the centerline of the ball shell and the centerline of the support shaft coincide,
and then the ball shell and the support shaft are fixed with glue.
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The schematic diagram of the pure iron ball shell dynamic balancing measurement
is shown in Figure 22, and Figure 23 is the schematic diagram of the painted ball shell
dynamic balancing measurement. After the ball shell support shaft is fixed, place the ball
shell on the support roller of the dynamic balancing machine, hang the belt on the support
shaft, and adjust the device. Start the machine to drive the ball shell to rotate and record the
dynamic balance data of the ball shell when the rotational speed reaches 3000 r/min. After
the measurement is completed, heat and dismantle the support shaft, adjust the position
of the support shaft, repeat the above steps of fixing the support shaft, and measure the
dynamic balance data of the ball shell when the shell has different center axes several times.
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Figure 23. Schematic diagram of dynamic balance test for painted spherical shells.

Considering the working environment and rotational speed of the momentum ball
rotor, the G0.4 balance accuracy grade is selected, the mass of the pure iron ball shell is
0.515 kg, the mass of the painted ball shell is 0.555 kg, the rotational speed is 3000 r/min,
and the calibration radius is 45 mm, and the data are brought into Equation (5) to obtain that

m = M × G × 60
2π × r × n

× 103 (5)

where M is the mass of the rotor, G is the grade of balancing accuracy, r is the calibration
radius of the rotor, and n is the rotational speed of the rotor.

Bringing the above data into Equation (5) yields an allowable unbalanced mass of
0.014 g for the pure iron spherical shell and 0.016 g for the painted spherical shell.

We carry out several measurements on the dynamic balance data of pure iron spherical
shells and painted spherical shells, and each spherical shell is measured six times by taking
different rotary axes in turn. The measurement axes selected for the six measurements are
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shown in Figure 24, which are the spatial coordinates of the XYZ axis as the rotary axes,
and three axes of the distance from the coordinate axes of the YZ plane and the XZ plane at
45◦, which make up a total of six rotary axes.
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Figure 24. Schematic diagram of dynamically balanced rotating shaft.

The unbalanced mass of the pure iron spherical shell is shown in Table 3. Accord-
ing to the table of pure iron spherical shell 6 times measurement of unbalanced mass,
calculated unbalanced mass of the average value of 0.013 g, the standard deviation of
0.001472 g, through the table derived from the coefficient of 95% confidence derived from
the t0.05 = 2.57, then the confidence interval is 0.013 ± 0.00154 g

Table 3. Pure iron spherical shell dynamic balance measurement data.

Axis of Rotation Unbalanced Mass (g)

1 0.014

2 0.011

3 0.014

4 0.013

5 0.012

6 0.015

The unbalanced mass of the painted spherical shell is shown in Table 4. According to
the table of the sprayed ball shell 6 times to measure the unbalanced mass, the calculated
unbalanced mass of the average value of 0.0153 g, the standard deviation of 0.001528 g,
through the table derived from the coefficient of 95% confidence, t0.05 = 2.57, then the
confidence interval of 0.0153 ± 0.0016 g

Table 4. Dynamic Balance Measurement Data for Painted Ball Shells.

Axis of Rotation Unbalanced Mass (g)

1 0.015

2 0.016

3 0.014

4 0.015

5 0.017

6 0.014
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Through the data above data know, the pure iron spherical shell of the average value
and confidence interval are less than 0.014 g, painted spherical shell of the average value
and confidence domain are less than 0.016 g, in line with the design requirements of
the value.

4.3. Diameter Measurement

In the rotor ball shell take three planes XYZ, three planes perpendicular to each other,
each plane to the centripetal angle of every 15 degrees for the measurement point, a total of
26 measurement points, and do a good job of marking, such as Figure 25 for the marking
of the schematic diagram. 26 measurement points to the opposite point of two points as a
group, through the symmetry of the two points, can be derived from the shell of the outer
diameter. After the marking is completed, the ball shell after processing and grinding is
completed, and after the static balance test is completed, the ball shell is made into different
numbers, respectively, through the tooling placed on the marble platform. The three shells
are measured by CMM and recorded in turn. Figure 26 shows the CMM test process.
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Figure 26. Schematic diagram of pure iron spherical shell diameter measurement.
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By measuring the diameter of the outer sphere of the XYZ three faces of the ball shell,
we get the data in Figure 27. Through the data in the figure, it can be learned that the
maximum diameter of the ball shell is 98.707 mm, the minimum diameter is 98.694 mm,
and the processing index of the diameter of the ball shell is 98.700 mm, then the processing
error is ±0.007 mm, which is in line with the required processing error range.
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Figure 27. Ball diameter measurement.

The process of measuring the painted spherical shell by CMM is shown in Figure 28. The
painted ball shell is placed on the marble platform through the tooling. Take three planes
XYZ, three planes perpendicular to each other, each plane with a centripetal angle of every
15 degrees for the measurement point, a total of 26 measurement points, and make a good
mark. 26 measurement points to the relative two points as a group, through the mutual
symmetry of the two points, can be derived from the shell’s outer diameter. After the
marking is completed, three sequential measurements of the shell are taken and recorded
by the CMM.
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Figure 29 shows the diameter measurement data of the painted ball shell, it can be
seen through the data in the figure, that the maximum diameter of the painted ball shell is,
the minimum diameter is, the machining error is ±0.01 mm, the diameter design index of
the painted ball shell is, in line with the required error range.
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The spherical rotor optimized through the process has a significant improvement in
the roundness and machining precision of the whole ball. The machining of other ball shells
can only ensure the precision machining of the hemispherical shell, and there is no better
machining process and method for the precision machining of the whole ball. In this paper,
through the improvement of the process and the calculation and simulation analysis of
the cutting force, the stress and strain of the ball shell are predicted and analyzed, and the
appropriate cutting dosage and feed rate are selected to improve the machining accuracy
and machining efficiency.

5. Conclusions

This experiment is carried out through calculation and software simulation and draws
on previous experimental methods. Improve the machining process of a hollow spherical
shell, analyze the cutting force and machining parameters of the machining process, and
derive the effect of turning machining parameters on the deformation of the spherical
shell machining. Experimental measurements and comparisons are made on the machined
objects to verify the feasibility of the experimental program. Through the experimental
program of this paper, the machining accuracy and balance of the pure iron hollow ball
shell are improved, and the control accuracy and driving smoothness of the magnetically
levitated momentum ball are greatly improved. For other materials, the structure of a metal
ball hollow sphere shell has a greater reference significance to expand the application scene
of metal hollow sphere shell devices.

(1) The structural scheme of a hollow spherical shell made of three layers of different
materials, namely, pure iron layer, copper layer, and lacquer layer, is proposed. By improv-
ing the machining process of the inner pure iron hemispherical shell and designing the
assembly and machining process of the whole ball, the machining of the whole hollow
spherical shell is realized. The machining accuracy and roundness of the pure iron spherical
shell are improved, thus realizing the feasibility of the magnetic levitation momentum
ball driving the hollow ball and improving the control accuracy of the magnetic levitation
momentum ball.
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(2) This paper analyzes the detailed design of the machining process of pure iron
spherical shells. By analyzing the force analysis of pure iron spherical shells during turning
machining, the influence of cutting depth and feed speed on the cutting force is analyzed.
Through the analysis of the deformation effect of different cutting amounts on the shell,
realize the hollow ball turning processing on the processing of deformation prediction
and control.

(3) In this paper, the diameter data of pure iron and painted ball shells are obtained
by measuring the machined pure iron ball shells and the copper-plated and painted ball
shells. By comparing with the calculated simulation value, the calculated simulation data
and measured data results of the deformation of the hollow spherical shell are consistent
with the design requirement index.
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